**We’re temporarily moving!**

**This move is due to maintenance and electrical repairs on all of TTU Plaza and is estimated to last for 5-6 weeks**

The TTU Psychology Clinic will be relocating back into the Dept. of Psychological Sciences building on main campus.

Starting **May 13th, 2024**, we will be providing services from this temporary location, primarily by telehealth (modality will be determined in collaboration with client/therapist).

**Temporary Clinic Address:** 2810 18th St., Rm. 111A (18th and Boston)  
(Our phone number will remain the same – 806-742-3737)

Scan here to pay your session fee to the TTU Psychology Clinic!


**Until then…**

- **The last day of sessions in our current location is Tuesday, May 7th.** The clinic will be completely closed Wednesday, May 8th – Friday, May 10th. Your therapist will let you know if these changes will apply to your care.
- Voicemails or emails to the Clinic office may have a delayed response time May 7th – May 10th.
- The most up to date information related to our move will be posted on our website: https://www.depts.ttu.edu/psy/clinic/.

**Access/entrance into the temporary space…**

- A map to the parking area is located on the back of this notice. Take 19th St. to Boston Ave. and turn north. Go to the stop sign and take a left (this is 18th Street). Take the very first right into the parking lot; it is marked R-3 and the sign says Psychology Clinic Parking. On the back of this letter, please see further detailed instructions and a map of where to park. You will enter the building and head south on the first floor. Our Clinic Waiting Room is on the left side, marked room #111A.

**We apologize in advance for any disruption or inconvenience this temporary relocation will cause!**
The parking lot has 4 designated parking spaces for our clients, 7-10. In the inner lot, they are the first 4 spaces on the far-left side, closest to the Psychology Building. Look for the sign that reads “RESERVED Psychology Clinic.” If the spaces are taken up, park as close to the designated spaces as you can. For those who are looking for the university’s handicapped parking spaces, they are also indicated on the map.

If you need help in finding our parking lot and spaces, please call us at 806-742-3737.